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Live streaming from the NASA channel will occur throughout the school
day, beginning with the upcoming SpaceX launch from Florida of
“Inspiration4”scheduled for September 15, 2021. This launch has been
dubbed “the world's first all-civilian mission.” The spacecraft will be
commanded by founder and CEO of Shift4 Payments, Jared Isaacman,
the mission's benefactor.

Strauchs' daughter, Tiffany Rad, also a CMU graduate, cyber security
entrepreneur and instructor at U.C. Berkeley. Rad, like her mother,
believes that space travel is not just for astronauts and scientists, but
that the future of space travel will be pioneered by those with a diverse
set of skills, such as those of the Inspiration4 mission crew.

“Civilians will have the options (for space travel),” said Rad. Her initial
lecture at Cortona Academy will be about the launch which she plans to
attend, complete with her own presentation that will be available to the
public in October as a Facebook Live post on Cortona Academy's
website.

The SpaceX launch is not the only topic Cortona Academy will be
integrating into their curriculum. The Academy will also offer electives,
such as NASA Topics, Astrobiology of Mars, Space Film Appreciation, The
Music of Space, and “da Vinci's Inventions and Art,” all inspired by
America's new space race. The planned end of the school year will
culminate in Huntsville, Alabama at the U. S. Space Academy.

“All students need something to bring them out of this last awful
pandemic year,” said Strauchs. “Our 30th anniversary year will be
dedicated to Judy Resnik, and bring new excitement for the next
generation of commercial space travelers, hopefully one of our own
Cortona students. 

For information on Cortona Academy, please visit
www.CortonaLearning.com

and follow us on Facebook and Twitter. 
703-464-0034; 301-855-2010.
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On September 7 Cortona Academy will announce the start of their 30th
Anniversary School Year in tandem with the 20th anniversary of the
Mars Orbiter “Odyssey.” Both share a similar mission: Energizing Hope
in America's future.  

After more than a year of navigating new realities due to the
pandemic, Cortona Academy is focusing this school year on NASA and
SpaceX and the opportunities that the commercialization of space will
open to the next generation.

To commemorate the dual anniversaries, Cortona Academy is
implementing a new series of guest lectures and space-centered
humanities and science courses focusing on NASA's Moon-to-Mars
Artemis initiative.  

“I hope to inspire students to 'shoot for the stars, and settle on the
moon,'’” said Sharon Peruzzi Strauchs, Founder and Director of
Cortona Academy. “This is what the late Dr. Resnik (father of
Challenger astronaut and fellow Carnegie-Mellon graduate, Judy
Resnk) related to me at one of the memorials for his daughter.”  

A humanities graduate of Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU), Strauchs
was always fascinated by every NASA accomplishment since the moon
landing and recognizes that while the aerospace sciences are the fuse
that will launch space travel, it is the liberal arts that will immortalize
humanity in the stars. 

Launching Cortona's 30th school year and in keeping with the goal of
emphasizing future careers for all, Cortona Academy families will
attend Wolf Trap's showing of “Star Wars” with the Washington
National Symphony playing the score of the film. 
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